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Introduction

This guide explains what you need to know about the proposal 
to transfer Zurich’s workplace pensions and savings business to 
Scottish Widows.

Within this guide you will find:

• information on what we are doing and why;

• information on the process we are following;

• information on what the Transfer means for you, including how to  
raise concerns;

• information on the court hearings;

• a summary of the Scheme document;

• a summary of the report produced by the Independent Expert,  
which considers how your interests may be affected; and

• the form of Legal Notice that we are publishing to give notice of the 
proposed Transfer.

If you are not sure about any of the terms or phrases in this guide, please see 
the ‘Glossary of terms’, in Appendix D.
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1. What is happening?

1.1 What are you proposing?
Zurich Assurance Ltd and 
Scottish Widows Limited are 
planning to complete the transfer 
of the majority of Zurich’s 
workplace pensions and savings 
business to Scottish Widows. 
In this guide, we refer to this as 
the ‘Transfer’.

1.2 What is a workplace pension?
A workplace pension is a way 
of saving for your retirement 
via a scheme set up through 
an employer. It is now a legal 
requirement that all employers 
automatically enrol their eligible 
workers into a workplace pension.

To find out more, please visit 
our website www.zurich.co.uk/
workplace-pension

1.3 Who is Scottish Widows?
Scottish Widows Limited is  
an insurance company and  
a wholly-owned subsidiary  
within Lloyds Banking Group.  
The Group provides services 
under a number of well 
recognised brands including 
Lloyds Bank, Halifax, Bank of 
Scotland and Scottish Widows.

Scottish Widows is one of the 
most recognised brands in the Life 
Pensions and Investments market 
and have been helping people 
save for their financial futures for 
over 200 years. This proposed 
Transfer of Zurich’s workplace 
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an employer. It is now a legal 
requirement that all employers 
automatically enrol their eligible 
workers into a workplace pension.

To find out more, please visit 
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1.3 Who is Scottish Widows?
Scottish Widows Limited is  
an insurance company and  
a wholly-owned subsidiary  
within Lloyds Banking Group.  
The Group provides services 
under a number of well 
recognised brands including 
Lloyds Bank, Halifax, Bank of 
Scotland and Scottish Widows.

Scottish Widows is one of the 
most recognised brands in the Life 
Pensions and Investments market 
and have been helping people 
save for their financial futures for 
over 200 years. This proposed 
Transfer of Zurich’s workplace 

pensions and savings business 
supports Scottish Widows’ plans 
to expand their award-winning 
offering, to meet customers’ long-
term savings needs throughout 
their lives and to offer an 
enhanced customer experience.

To find out more, please visit the 
Scottish Widows website.

1.4 Why is Zurich doing this?
For Zurich, the Transfer is part of a 
process of simplifying our business 
in line with the wider business 
strategy of the Zurich Group.

1.5 What has already happened?
On 12 October 2017, we 
announced that Scottish Widows 
had entered into an agreement 
to acquire the Zurich Group’s 
UK workplace pensions and 
savings business. The official 
press release can be found on 
our website www.zurich.co.uk/
about-us/media-centre/life-
news/2017 titled “Lloyds Banking 
group to boost Scottish Widows 
with acquisition of Zurich’s 
UK workplace pension and 
savings business”.

Since then, the investment 
based part of Zurich’s workplace 
pensions and savings business 
moved to Scottish Widows 
on 3 April 2018. Planholders 
included in that particular 
transfer were contacted and 
such plans are now being 
provided and administered by 
Scottish Widows.
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Now, the insurance based part of 
Zurich’s workplace pensions and 
savings business (which includes 
your Plan) is being transferred 
to Scottish Widows as part of 
the Transfer. We are following a 
legal process set out in Part VII 
of the Financial Services and 
Markets Act 2000 which requires 
transfers of insurance business to 
be approved by the Court in the 
UK. For more information please 
see section 3 of this guide.

1.6 Why are you writing to me?
Your Plan is expected to be 
included as part of the Transfer. 
We are writing to you to let 
you know about the process 
by which we propose to 
transfer the majority of Zurich’s 
remaining workplace pension 
business to Scottish Widows 
and to explain how you can get 
further information, ask any 
questions you may have, and 
object if you believe you will be 
adversely affected.

We were authorised by the 
Court on 15 February 2019 to 
communicate with Planholders 
and other affected parties about 
the Transfer. This communication 
is part of that process.

1.7 What if I’ve received other 
letters from Zurich and/or 
Scottish Widows recently 
about a systems upgrade?
You may have received or will 
shortly receive a letter from 
Zurich and/or Scottish Widows 
advising you of a systems 
upgrade relevant to your Plan 
and how this will affect you.  
The systems upgrade is a 
separate matter from the 
Transfer. If you have any queries 
on the upgrade, please refer  
back to your covering letter for 
contact details.

1.8 What is being transferred?
We are planning to transfer 
the majority of the remainder 
of Zurich’s workplace pensions 
business from Zurich to 
Scottish Widows. This includes 
the following types of Plans:

• Group Transfer Plans;

• Group Stakeholder Pension;

• Group Personal Pension;

• Occupational Money Purchase;

• Group Additional Voluntary 
Contributions; and

• Corporate Investment Plans.

We have sent you this guide 
because your Plan is included in 
the Transfer and is expected to 
transfer to Scottish Widows on 
the Effective Date.

As part of the commercial 
agreement between Zurich 
and Scottish Widows, it was 
agreed that certain workplace 
pension plans will not transfer to 
Scottish Widows. This includes:

• “with-profits” plans or plans 
that allow investment in 
“with-profits” funds;

• plans that are invested in,  
or allow investments in,  
the “Zurich Secure 
Managed Fund”;

• certain plans issued to 
trustees resident in the 
Channel Islands; and

• certain other plans that 
Zurich and Scottish Widows 
agree will not form part of 
the Transfer.

1.9 When will the Transfer 
take place?
If the Court approves the 
Transfer, it will take place on the 
Effective Date, which is expected 
to be 01 July 2019. Please see 
Section 4 for details on the 
Court Hearing.

1.10 Service availability during 
the transfer
Zurich and Scottish Widows 
need to make changes to the 
systems through which your 
Plan is managed in order to 
carry out the Transfer. 
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take place?
If the Court approves the 
Transfer, it will take place on the 
Effective Date, which is expected 
to be 01 July 2019. Please see 
Section 4 for details on the 
Court Hearing.

1.10 Service availability during 
the transfer
Zurich and Scottish Widows 
need to make changes to the 
systems through which your 
Plan is managed in order to 
carry out the Transfer. 

In order to ensure that the 
implementation of these changes 
is carried out as smoothly as 
possible, there will be a trading 
suspension period which 
will begin on Tuesday 25 June 
2019 and which is expected 
to continue until 9am on 
Wednesday 3 July 2019, after 
the Effective Date (the trading 
suspension period). 

This will be a temporary, one-off 
suspension of services resulting 
from the Transfer. We refer 
to the times shown below as 
‘cut-off times’. Any instructions 
received after the cut-off times 
on 25 June 2019 and before 
the trading suspension period 
has ended will not be processed 
until after the trading suspension 
period has ended.

If you think you need to carry 
out any transactions during the 
trading suspension period, then 
these will be processed as soon 
as possible after the period ends. 
Please contact us on your usual 
customer number (which you 
will find on previous letters we 
have sent to you) if you think 
you will need to carry out any 
transactions during the trading 
suspension period.
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 Cut-off times
Where we receive trading 
instructions before 25 June 2019, 
we will action the request in 
the usual way (so it will not 
be affected by the temporary 
trading suspension).

For instructions received on 
25 June 2019:

• Where the instructions are 
submitted through our 
website on 25 June 2019, 
we will need to receive them 
by 3pm in order to process 
them before the trading 
suspension period begins.

• Where the instructions are 
submitted through any 
other route (for example, 
by telephone, email or post), 
we will need to receive them 
by 9.30am on 25 June 2019 
in order to process them 
before the trading suspension 
period begins.

During the trading suspension 
period there will be limited 
service availability. You (or your 
members) may be affected by 
this as follows:

 Changing your investments
We (or after the effective 
date, Scottish Widows) will 
continue to take your investment 
instructions throughout the 
trading suspension period but 
please note that there may be a 
delay in those instructions being 
processed as follows:

• Any instructions received  
after the relevant cut-off 
times on 25 June 2019, 
will not be processed 
by Scottish Widows 
until after the trading 
suspension period.

• Any instructions that we 
receive before 25 June 2019 
or that Scottish Widows 
receive after the trading 
suspension period will be 
processed as usual. 

 Paying into your pension
• We can accept payments 

received before the relevant 
cut-off times on 25 June 
2019 and these will be 
processed as usual. 

• We will let employers and/or 
trustees (where applicable) 
know about the limited 
service availability during the 
trading suspension period 
so that arrangements can 
be made for taking regular 
payments before or after the 
trading suspension period.

• If you make regular personal 
payments via direct debit, 
and we’re due to collect 
your payment during the 
trading suspension period we 
will write to you nearer to 
the time and let you know 
when your payment will 
be processed.

 Transferring out
If you are planning on 
transferring your pension savings 
to another provider at the end 
of June 2019, please let us 
know and send the relevant 
information needed to complete 
the transfer a minimum of two 
weeks in advance, in order 
to allow us to process your 
instruction prior to the cut-off 
times on 25 June 2019. If we 
do not receive all the relevant 
information in time, your request 
will not be processed until after 
the trading suspension period.

  Taking your retirement 
benefits
If you are thinking of taking your 
retirement benefits at the end 
of June 2019 or at the start of 
July 2019, please let us know 
as soon as possible as we will 
require your instruction and 
relevant information needed to 
complete your request in enough 
time to allow us to process it 
before the cut-off times on 25 
June 2019. Please be aware that 
we, or after the effective date 
Scottish Widows, will not be able 
to process your request during 
the trading suspension period. 
Any requests to take retirement 
benefits between these dates will 
be processed by Scottish Widows 
after this period has ended.
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• Any instructions received  
after the relevant cut-off 
times on 25 June 2019, 
will not be processed 
by Scottish Widows 
until after the trading 
suspension period.

• Any instructions that we 
receive before 25 June 2019 
or that Scottish Widows 
receive after the trading 
suspension period will be 
processed as usual. 

 Paying into your pension
• We can accept payments 

received before the relevant 
cut-off times on 25 June 
2019 and these will be 
processed as usual. 

• We will let employers and/or 
trustees (where applicable) 
know about the limited 
service availability during the 
trading suspension period 
so that arrangements can 
be made for taking regular 
payments before or after the 
trading suspension period.

• If you make regular personal 
payments via direct debit, 
and we’re due to collect 
your payment during the 
trading suspension period we 
will write to you nearer to 
the time and let you know 
when your payment will 
be processed.

 Transferring out
If you are planning on 
transferring your pension savings 
to another provider at the end 
of June 2019, please let us 
know and send the relevant 
information needed to complete 
the transfer a minimum of two 
weeks in advance, in order 
to allow us to process your 
instruction prior to the cut-off 
times on 25 June 2019. If we 
do not receive all the relevant 
information in time, your request 
will not be processed until after 
the trading suspension period.

  Taking your retirement 
benefits
If you are thinking of taking your 
retirement benefits at the end 
of June 2019 or at the start of 
July 2019, please let us know 
as soon as possible as we will 
require your instruction and 
relevant information needed to 
complete your request in enough 
time to allow us to process it 
before the cut-off times on 25 
June 2019. Please be aware that 
we, or after the effective date 
Scottish Widows, will not be able 
to process your request during 
the trading suspension period. 
Any requests to take retirement 
benefits between these dates will 
be processed by Scottish Widows 
after this period has ended.

  If you receive any regular 
income drawdown payments
If you are due to receive regular 
income drawdown payments 
during the trading suspension 
period, we will make these 
before 25 June 2019. We will 
confirm the exact date closer to 
the time.

2. What this means for you

2.1 What will change for me?
Subject to Court approval 
the main change is that 
Scottish Widows will become the 
provider of your Plan and also 
operate the systems, processes 
and employ the team needed to 
service the Plan.

The Transfer will not change the 
benefits you hold under your 
Plan. Following the Transfer, all 
communications, literature and 
websites will show the name 
‘Scottish Widows’ as the provider 
of your Plan.

If contributions are being paid 
into your Plan, these can continue 
and the payment dates will not 
change as a result of the Transfer.

Your letter that was sent with 
this Planholder Guide will outline 
any specific changes to your 
terms and conditions and if 
applicable Direct Debits. The 
proposed changes support the 
transfer of your Plan from Zurich 
to Scottish Widows.
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2.2 How will the Transfer affect 
the Plans tax status?
The Transfer does not affect the 
UK tax status of Plans. If you 
are resident for tax purposes 
in Jersey or Guernsey your tax 
status will not be affected.  
If you are resident for tax 
purposes in an overseas territory 
you may wish to take advice to 
confirm that your tax position  
is unaffected.

2.3 Will my pension funds change?
From the Effective Date, the 
funds in which your Plan is 
invested will be provided by 
Scottish Widows rather than 
Zurich. As a result of moving 
to Scottish Widows, there will 
be no change to the nature or 
investment objectives of the 
funds in which your Plan is 
invested, the fund range that is 
available to you or the charges 
you will pay. The value of your 
investments will not change as a 
result of the Transfer. However, 
the names of some funds will 
change from the Effective Date. 
For example:

• ‘Zurich Property ZP’ to 
‘SW Property’

• ‘Zurich BlackRock UK 
Corporate Bond AP’ 
to ‘SW BlackRock UK 
Corporate Bond’.

Some of these funds will invest  
in funds managed by Zurich. 
Scottish Widows has made 
arrangements with Zurich to 
allow you to continue to access 
these Zurich-managed funds.

2.4 What should I do next?
If you have no further questions 
or concerns after reading this 
guide there is no need to take 
any further action in relation 
to this Transfer. If you have any 
concerns or want to object to the 
Transfer, please refer to section 
2.5 below for further details.

We suggest you keep these 
documents with your Plan 
documents for future reference. 
If anyone else has an interest 
in your Plan, for example 
a Beneficiary, a trustee in 
bankruptcy, executor or personal 
representative, please make them 
aware of the proposals. If you 
need help to do this, please call 
our helpline number below.

If you would like further 
information about the 
Transfer, please call us on 
0800 678 3515 (if calling from 
UK) +44 1242 664016 (if calling 
from overseas) (Monday to Friday 
8am to 6:30pm (excluding bank 
holidays) and 9:30am to 12:30pm 
Saturday). You can email us at 
transfer@uk.zurich.com or write 
to us at Zurich Corporate Savings, 
PO Box 1308, Cheltenham, 
GL50 9BY, United Kingdom.

Further details are 
available on our website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer. If you 
decide to write or email, please 
quote the name of your pension 
scheme and your Plan number 
(provided in the covering letter).

2.5 What should I do if I have any 
concerns or want to object?
If you believe you may be 
adversely affected by the 
Transfer, you can raise your 
concerns or object to the Court.

You can do this in the  
following ways:

• By calling our helpline or by 
writing to us by email or post 
at the addresses given above 
(please quote the name of 
your pension scheme and your 
Plan number which is provided 
in the covering letter).

• By appearing in person (or by 
a legal representative) at the 
Court Hearing. If you wish 
to do this, please contact 
us using the details above. 
By informing us, we will be 
able to let you know more 
details of the Court Hearing 
once they are known or 
inform you if there are any 
changes to the date of the 
Court Hearing. We may 
also be able to address any 
concerns in advance of the 
Court Hearing. It would 
be helpful if any person 
intending to attend the Court 
Hearing give notice of such 
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decide to write or email, please 
quote the name of your pension 
scheme and your Plan number 
(provided in the covering letter).

2.5 What should I do if I have any 
concerns or want to object?
If you believe you may be 
adversely affected by the 
Transfer, you can raise your 
concerns or object to the Court.

You can do this in the  
following ways:

• By calling our helpline or by 
writing to us by email or post 
at the addresses given above 
(please quote the name of 
your pension scheme and your 
Plan number which is provided 
in the covering letter).

• By appearing in person (or by 
a legal representative) at the 
Court Hearing. If you wish 
to do this, please contact 
us using the details above. 
By informing us, we will be 
able to let you know more 
details of the Court Hearing 
once they are known or 
inform you if there are any 
changes to the date of the 
Court Hearing. We may 
also be able to address any 
concerns in advance of the 
Court Hearing. It would 
be helpful if any person 
intending to attend the Court 
Hearing give notice of such 

intention as soon as possible 
and preferably before 
12 June 2019, setting out 
their reasons why they 
believe they may be adversely 
affected, to Zurich. This will 
enable Zurich to provide 
notification of any changes 
to the Court Hearing and, 
where possible, to address 
any concerns in advance of 
the Court Hearing.

If you contact us with an 
objection, we will reply to you 
and send your objection and our 
reply to the Independent Expert, 
the Financial Conduct Authority, 
the Prudential Regulation 
Authority and the Court 
(see section 4 below) in advance 
of the hearing, regardless of 
whether the person making 
the objection intends to attend 
the hearing.

3. More about the Transfer

3.1 How will the Transfer be 
carried out?
We are following a legal process 
set out in Part VII of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000. 
This requires the Transfer to be 
approved by the Court in the UK.

For local law reasons, we will also 
need to carry out separate court 
processes in Jersey and Guernsey. 
The covering letter accompanying 
this guide will explain if these are 
relevant to you.
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Sections 4 and 5 includes some 
important information regarding 
the Court Hearings.

3.2 Who will pay for the Transfer?
The Transfer will be paid for by 
Zurich and Scottish Widows with 
no cost to Planholders.

3.3 How will my interests as a 
Planholder be protected?
The interests of all parties 
affected by the Transfer are 
being protected by a rigorous 
review process which includes:

• the appointment of an 
Independent Expert to 
produce a report on the  
likely impact of the Transfer 
on Planholders;

• close consultation with  
our regulators in the UK,  
the Prudential Regulation 
Authority (the PRA) and 
the Financial Conduct 
Authority (the FCA) and 
where applicable, the 
Jersey Financial Services 
Commission in Jersey and the 
Guernsey Financial Services 
Commission in Guernsey;

• the ability for affected parties 
to raise concerns or object to 
the Transfer; and

• the requirement for approval 
of the Transfer by the Court.

The Court will only approve  
the Transfer if it considers  
it appropriate in all the 
circumstances.

3.4 Who is the Independent 
Expert?
The Independent Expert is  
John McKenzie, a Director at 
Hymans Robertson LLP. John 
is a Fellow of the Institute and 
Faculty of Actuaries and has over 
40 years’ experience in the life 
and insurance industry. He is 
independent of both Zurich  
and Scottish Widows.

The Independent Expert has been 
approved by the PRA, following 
consultation with the FCA, and 
independence is one of the 
criteria that the regulators use  
to assess his suitability.

3.5 What is the role of the 
Independent Expert?
The Independent Expert’s 
overriding duty of responsibility 
is to the Court, not to Zurich or 
Scottish Widows. The application 
for the Transfer made to the 
Court must be accompanied 
by a report on the terms of 
the Transfer by an Independent 
Expert, and is available to all 
affected parties. The report 
contains his opinion on how 
the Transfer will affect the 
various groups of Planholders 
of Zurich and Scottish Widows. 
You can find a summary of 
his report in Appendix B of 
this guide. His full report is 
also available on our website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

3.6 What does the Independent 
Expert think about  
the Transfer?
The Independent Expert has 
concluded that, in his opinion, 
implementing the Transfer will 
not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of 
benefits or the future benefit 
expectations of any policyholders 
of Zurich or Scottish Widows, 
including the Planholders. Please 
see Appendix B of the guide for 
a summary of the Independent 
Expert’s report. You can also find 
his full report on our website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

3.7 Who else has considered the 
terms of the Transfer?
The Chief Actuaries of Zurich 
and Scottish Widows have each 
considered the terms of the 
Transfer and prepared reports 
for the board of directors of 
their respective companies. 
The With Profits Actuaries of 
Zurich and Scottish Widows 
have also each considered the 
likely impact of the Transfer for 
with-profits policyholders of 
Zurich and Scottish Widows and 
prepared reports for the board 
of directors of their respective 
companies. Each of the Zurich 
and Scottish Widows’ actuaries 
have concluded that the Transfer 
will not have a material adverse 
effect on the security or benefit 
expectations of any policyholders 
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3.4 Who is the Independent 
Expert?
The Independent Expert is  
John McKenzie, a Director at 
Hymans Robertson LLP. John 
is a Fellow of the Institute and 
Faculty of Actuaries and has over 
40 years’ experience in the life 
and insurance industry. He is 
independent of both Zurich  
and Scottish Widows.

The Independent Expert has been 
approved by the PRA, following 
consultation with the FCA, and 
independence is one of the 
criteria that the regulators use  
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3.5 What is the role of the 
Independent Expert?
The Independent Expert’s 
overriding duty of responsibility 
is to the Court, not to Zurich or 
Scottish Widows. The application 
for the Transfer made to the 
Court must be accompanied 
by a report on the terms of 
the Transfer by an Independent 
Expert, and is available to all 
affected parties. The report 
contains his opinion on how 
the Transfer will affect the 
various groups of Planholders 
of Zurich and Scottish Widows. 
You can find a summary of 
his report in Appendix B of 
this guide. His full report is 
also available on our website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

3.6 What does the Independent 
Expert think about  
the Transfer?
The Independent Expert has 
concluded that, in his opinion, 
implementing the Transfer will 
not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of 
benefits or the future benefit 
expectations of any policyholders 
of Zurich or Scottish Widows, 
including the Planholders. Please 
see Appendix B of the guide for 
a summary of the Independent 
Expert’s report. You can also find 
his full report on our website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

3.7 Who else has considered the 
terms of the Transfer?
The Chief Actuaries of Zurich 
and Scottish Widows have each 
considered the terms of the 
Transfer and prepared reports 
for the board of directors of 
their respective companies. 
The With Profits Actuaries of 
Zurich and Scottish Widows 
have also each considered the 
likely impact of the Transfer for 
with-profits policyholders of 
Zurich and Scottish Widows and 
prepared reports for the board 
of directors of their respective 
companies. Each of the Zurich 
and Scottish Widows’ actuaries 
have concluded that the Transfer 
will not have a material adverse 
effect on the security or benefit 
expectations of any policyholders 

(or with-profits policyholders, 
in the case of the With Profits 
Actuaries) of the company 
they represent.

You can find copies of the 
reports by the Chief Actuary 
and the With Profits Actuary 
of Zurich on the Zurich website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer and 
copies of the reports by the Chief 
Actuary and the With Profits 
Actuary of Scottish Widows on 
the Scottish Widows website 
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/
swtransfer2019

3.8 What can I do if I hold a 
power of attorney for a 
Planholder?
As potentially affected parties, 
both you (as attorney) and 
the Planholder are entitled to 
raise concerns or object to the 
Transfer. You do not need to do 
anything following the Transfer 
as details of the power of 
attorney will be passed by  
Zurich to Scottish Widows.

4. The Court Hearing

4.1 Why is there a Court Hearing?
To carry out the Transfer we are 
following a process set out in 
Part VII of the Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000. This 
requires the approval of the 
Transfer by the Court.
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4.2 When and where will the 
Court Hearing take place?
The Court Hearing to approve 
the Transfer is expected to take 
place at 10.30am at the Business 
and Property Courts of the High 
Court of Justice of England and 
Wales, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter 
Lane, London EC4A 1NL on 
12 June 2019.

4.3 How will you let me know 
about any changes to the 
Court Hearing?
Any updates in relation to the 
Court Hearing will be published 
on our dedicated website  
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

4.4 How will I find out if the Court 
has approved the Transfer?
After the Court Hearing, which  
is expected to take place on 
12 June 2019, we will confirm the 
Court’s decision on our website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

4.5 What will happen if the Court 
does not approve the Transfer?
If the Court does not approve 
the Transfer, your Plan will 
remain with Zurich. We 
will update our website 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer 
to reflect this following the 
Court Hearing.

5. Additional information 
on the court hearings in 
Jersey and Guernsey

5.1 Are the Jersey and Guernsey 
court hearings relevant  
to me?
For local law reasons, we will also 
need to carry out separate court 
processes in Jersey and Guernsey. 
The covering letter accompanying 
this guide will explain if these are 
relevant to you.

5.2 When and where will the 
Jersey and Guernsey court 
hearings take place?
The court hearing to approve the:

• Jersey Transfer, is expected to 
take place at 9.00am at the 
Royal Court of Jersey, Royal 
Court House, Royal Square, 
St Helier, Jersey JE1 1JG on 
20 June 2019; and

• Guernsey Transfer, is 
expected to take place at 
9.30am at the Royal Court of 
Guernsey, Royal Court House, 
St Peter Port, Guernsey 
GY1 2NZ on 21 June 2019.

6. More information

6.1 Where can I find out more?
If, after reading this Planholder 
Guide and supporting documents, 
you want to find out more  
about our proposals please  
visit our dedicated website  
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

You will find:

• sample letters

• copies of the Planholder Guide

• the full Scheme Document

• the Independent Expert’s full 
report

• the Actuarial Reports

We will update our website 
periodically so please check  
it regularly.
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5. Additional information 
on the court hearings in 
Jersey and Guernsey

5.1 Are the Jersey and Guernsey 
court hearings relevant  
to me?
For local law reasons, we will also 
need to carry out separate court 
processes in Jersey and Guernsey. 
The covering letter accompanying 
this guide will explain if these are 
relevant to you.

5.2 When and where will the 
Jersey and Guernsey court 
hearings take place?
The court hearing to approve the:

• Jersey Transfer, is expected to 
take place at 9.00am at the 
Royal Court of Jersey, Royal 
Court House, Royal Square, 
St Helier, Jersey JE1 1JG on 
20 June 2019; and

• Guernsey Transfer, is 
expected to take place at 
9.30am at the Royal Court of 
Guernsey, Royal Court House, 
St Peter Port, Guernsey 
GY1 2NZ on 21 June 2019.

6. More information

6.1 Where can I find out more?
If, after reading this Planholder 
Guide and supporting documents, 
you want to find out more  
about our proposals please  
visit our dedicated website  
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

You will find:

• sample letters

• copies of the Planholder Guide

• the full Scheme Document

• the Independent Expert’s full 
report

• the Actuarial Reports

We will update our website 
periodically so please check  
it regularly.

6.2 I do not have access to the 
internet, what should I do?
Please call us on our dedicated 
helpline 0800 678 3515 (if calling 
from UK) +44 1242 664016 
(if calling from overseas) and we 
can arrange to keep you updated 
and/or send you paper copies of 
the documentation.

Lines to our helpline are open 
Monday to Friday 8am to 6:30pm 
(excluding bank holidays) and 
9:30am to 12:30pm Saturday. 
The helpline is only for questions 
about the Transfer. If you have 
any general questions about 
your Plan, please contact us on 
your usual customer number 
which you will find on previous 
letters we have sent to you.

If you decide to write or email, 
please quote the name of your 
pension scheme and your Plan 
number (provided in the  
covering letter).
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Appendix A: Summary of 
the Scheme

Key terms of the Transfer
The full terms of the Transfer are set 
out in a separate legal document 
(the Scheme document). You 
can obtain a copy of the Scheme 
document (free of charge) using the 
contact details in section 2.4 of the 
Planholder Guide.

If the Court approves the 
Transfer, the Transferring Business 
will automatically transfer 
to Scottish Widows on the 
Effective Date. 

Zurich and Scottish Widows will be 
seeking the permission of the Court 
to put in place a trading suspension 
period which will begin at 3pm 
on Tuesday 25 June 2019 and is 
expected to continue until 9am on 
Wednesday 3 July 2019, as explained 
further in the “Trading Suspension 
Period” section below.

Following the Effective Date, holders 
of Transferring Policies (which 
includes policies such as Occupational 
Money Purchase Plans, Group 
Personal Pensions, Group Stakeholder 
Pensions, Group Transfer Plans and 
Corporate Investment Plans) will 
continue to have the same rights, 
benefits and obligations under 
their policies as they had prior to 
the Effective Date. Except for the 
changes described in the “Changes to 
Transferring Policies” section below, 
the terms and conditions of the 
Transferring Policies will not change. 

This means that, with effect from the 
Effective Date:

• Scottish Widows, and not Zurich, 
will be liable to you in relation to 
your pension benefits;

• any future pension 
contributions will be payable to 
Scottish Widows and not Zurich 
(including any payments made 
by a trustee or administrator on 
behalf of scheme members); 

• all rights and benefits of Zurich 
in respect of the Transferring 
Business, and all obligations and 
liabilities of Zurich in respect of 
the Transferred Business that 
are to be performed or relate 
to the period after the Effective 
Date, will be transferred to 
Scottish Widows;

• any pending or current 
proceedings in relation to the 
Transferring Business – including 
any complaints to the Financial 
Ombudsman Service – involving 
Zurich will be continued by or 
against Scottish Widows in place 
of Zurich and Scottish Widows 
will be entitled to any and all 
defences, claims, counterclaims, 
settlements and rights of set-off 
that Zurich would have had; and 

• any judgment, order or award 
relating to the Transferring 
Policies or Transferring Business 
which is not fully satisfied on 
or before the Effective Date 
will become enforceable by or 
against Scottish Widows in place 
of Zurich.

For members of the Scottish Widows 
Master Trust or the Retirement 
Saver plan, the Transferring Policies 
includes the policy that the trustee(s) 
of your plan has invested in on your 
behalf. This means that from the 
Effective Date the funds in which you 
have invested will be transferred to 
Scottish Widows. There will be no 
changes to your terms and conditions 
pursuant to the Scheme document, 
as the changes detailed in “Changes 
to Transferring Policies” below relate 
to the investment policy held by 
the trustees of your plan and other 
Transferring Policies only. However, 
members of the Retirement Saver 
plan should refer to the covering 
letter sent with this Planholder Guide 
which sets out information regarding 
terms and conditions.

Excluded Policies
Certain Zurich policies are classified 
as “Excluded Policies” including:

• certain policies issued to trustees 
resident in the Channel Islands;

• “with-profits” policies or policies 
that allow investment in with-
profits funds;

• polices that are invested in the 
Zurich Secure Managed Fund or 
that may be in the future due to 
a ‘lifestyling’ option; and

• any other policies that are not 
Transferring Policies (including 
certain policies that Zurich and 
Scottish Widows agree are 
Excluded Policies).
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This means that, with effect from the 
Effective Date:
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will be entitled to any and all 
defences, claims, counterclaims, 
settlements and rights of set-off 
that Zurich would have had; and 

• any judgment, order or award 
relating to the Transferring 
Policies or Transferring Business 
which is not fully satisfied on 
or before the Effective Date 
will become enforceable by or 
against Scottish Widows in place 
of Zurich.

For members of the Scottish Widows 
Master Trust or the Retirement 
Saver plan, the Transferring Policies 
includes the policy that the trustee(s) 
of your plan has invested in on your 
behalf. This means that from the 
Effective Date the funds in which you 
have invested will be transferred to 
Scottish Widows. There will be no 
changes to your terms and conditions 
pursuant to the Scheme document, 
as the changes detailed in “Changes 
to Transferring Policies” below relate 
to the investment policy held by 
the trustees of your plan and other 
Transferring Policies only. However, 
members of the Retirement Saver 
plan should refer to the covering 
letter sent with this Planholder Guide 
which sets out information regarding 
terms and conditions.

Excluded Policies
Certain Zurich policies are classified 
as “Excluded Policies” including:

• certain policies issued to trustees 
resident in the Channel Islands;

• “with-profits” policies or policies 
that allow investment in with-
profits funds;

• polices that are invested in the 
Zurich Secure Managed Fund or 
that may be in the future due to 
a ‘lifestyling’ option; and

• any other policies that are not 
Transferring Policies (including 
certain policies that Zurich and 
Scottish Widows agree are 
Excluded Policies).

Excluded Policies will not transfer 
to Scottish Widows and will remain 
with Zurich.

Changes to Transferring Policies
With effect from the Effective Date, 
any references to Zurich and the 
Zurich Group in the Transferring 
Policies will become references 
to Scottish Widows and Lloyds 
Banking Group.

If the Court approves the Transfer, 
the Court can also exercise its powers 
with respect to such incidental, 
consequential and supplementary 
matters as are, in the Court’s 
opinion, necessary to secure that the 
Transfer is fully and effectively carried 
out. Zurich and Scottish Widows will 
be asking the Court to exercise its 
powers to make certain changes 
to the terms and conditions of the 
Transferring Policies.

At the moment, some types 
of Transferring Policy (namely 
Occupational Money Purchase Plans, 
Group Stakeholder Pension Plans 
and Group Transfer Plans) refer to 
certain aspects of the administration 
of the policy being carried out 
by either Sterling ISA Managers 
Limited (“SIML”) (namely the role of 
“platform operator” and “website 
provider”) or Scottish Widows 
Administration Services Limited 
(“SWASL”) (namely the role of 
“payment agent”). 

Scottish Widows proposes that, 
after the Effective Date, it should 
be responsible for carrying out all 
aspects of the administration of 
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these Transferring Policies (other than 
the policy issued to the trustees of 
the Scottish Widows Master Trust, 
for which SWASL will continue to 
act as platform operator) although 
it may delegate aspects of the 
administration to other group 
companies or service providers 
from time to time. The Scheme 
document will therefore also make 
minor amendments to the terms 
and conditions of these types 
of Transferring Policy to remove 
references to SIML and SWASL and 
to provide for Scottish Widows 
(or SWASL, in the case of the Master 
Trust policy) to carry out all of the 
relevant activities in their place. 
A table that sets out the proposed 
amendments to the terms of the 
Occupational Money Purchase 
Plans, Group Stakeholder Pension 
Plans and Group Transfer Plans 
is available from Zurich’s website 
at www.zurich.co.uk/transfer or 
on request.

In addition, the Scheme document 
will make equivalent changes 
to the client service agreements 
with trustees who have taken out 
Occupational Money Purchase Plans, 
so that, after the Effective Date, 
Scottish Widows will be responsible 
for performing all aspects of 
those contracts.

Other than these changes, there 
will be no changes to the terms 
and conditions of the Transferring 
Policies as a result of the Transfer. 
In particular:

• there will be no change to 
the policy number(s) of any 
Transferring Policies; 

• the entitlements under the 
Transferring Policies will not 
change;

• any mandates, including direct 
debits, standing orders or other 
instructions or authorities, 
payable to or from Zurich in 
respect of the Transferring 
Business will be payable to or 
from Scottish Widows instead; 
and

• Scottish Widows shall succeed 
to all rights, liabilities and 
obligations of Zurich in respect of 
any personal data which relates 
to the Transferring Business 
and which is subject to data 
protection legislation and will be 
under the same duty to respect 
the confidentiality and privacy of 
such information as Zurich was 
before the Transfer.

Insured funds
Zurich and Scottish Widows have 
made arrangements for all of the 
insured funds to which the value 
of Transferring Policies is linked 
to continue to be available, on 
similar terms, once the Transfer 
is implemented. On the Effective 
Date, all assets and liabilities of the 
Transferring Policies will transfer 
from Zurich to Scottish Widows, 
where they will be allocated to new 
corresponding funds established 
by Scottish Widows with the same 
investment exposure and similar 

charges. There will therefore be no 
change to the insured investments 
of the Transferring Policies as a 
result of the Transfer (although, as 
is currently the case within Zurich, 
Scottish Widows will be entitled to 
make changes to the funds which it 
offers and to the applicable charges 
from time to time after the Effective 
Date, in accordance with the terms of 
the Transferring Policies).

The insured funds which are available 
to Transferring Policies include a 
small number of funds which are 
managed by Zurich itself (rather 
than a third party insurer or fund 
manager) (the Zurich Mandated 
Funds). Scottish Widows and Zurich 
have agreed to provide ongoing 
access to the Zurich Mandated Funds 
immediately following the Effective 
Date by means of a reinsurance 
arrangement between Zurich and 
Scottish Widows. To ensure that 
this reinsurance arrangement does 
not increase the risks to which 
policyholders invested in the Zurich 
Mandated Funds immediately 
prior to the Effective Date are 
exposed, the Scheme document 
includes provisions that require 
Scottish Widows to ensure that, 
in the unlikely event Zurich was to 
become insolvent and was not able 
to meet its obligations in respect of 
investments in the Zurich Mandated 
Funds, those policyholders receive 
no less than the amount they would 
have received had their units in the 
funds been cancelled on the business 
day immediately prior to the date 
Zurich went insolvent.
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• there will be no change to 
the policy number(s) of any 
Transferring Policies; 

• the entitlements under the 
Transferring Policies will not 
change;

• any mandates, including direct 
debits, standing orders or other 
instructions or authorities, 
payable to or from Zurich in 
respect of the Transferring 
Business will be payable to or 
from Scottish Widows instead; 
and

• Scottish Widows shall succeed 
to all rights, liabilities and 
obligations of Zurich in respect of 
any personal data which relates 
to the Transferring Business 
and which is subject to data 
protection legislation and will be 
under the same duty to respect 
the confidentiality and privacy of 
such information as Zurich was 
before the Transfer.

Insured funds
Zurich and Scottish Widows have 
made arrangements for all of the 
insured funds to which the value 
of Transferring Policies is linked 
to continue to be available, on 
similar terms, once the Transfer 
is implemented. On the Effective 
Date, all assets and liabilities of the 
Transferring Policies will transfer 
from Zurich to Scottish Widows, 
where they will be allocated to new 
corresponding funds established 
by Scottish Widows with the same 
investment exposure and similar 

charges. There will therefore be no 
change to the insured investments 
of the Transferring Policies as a 
result of the Transfer (although, as 
is currently the case within Zurich, 
Scottish Widows will be entitled to 
make changes to the funds which it 
offers and to the applicable charges 
from time to time after the Effective 
Date, in accordance with the terms of 
the Transferring Policies).

The insured funds which are available 
to Transferring Policies include a 
small number of funds which are 
managed by Zurich itself (rather 
than a third party insurer or fund 
manager) (the Zurich Mandated 
Funds). Scottish Widows and Zurich 
have agreed to provide ongoing 
access to the Zurich Mandated Funds 
immediately following the Effective 
Date by means of a reinsurance 
arrangement between Zurich and 
Scottish Widows. To ensure that 
this reinsurance arrangement does 
not increase the risks to which 
policyholders invested in the Zurich 
Mandated Funds immediately 
prior to the Effective Date are 
exposed, the Scheme document 
includes provisions that require 
Scottish Widows to ensure that, 
in the unlikely event Zurich was to 
become insolvent and was not able 
to meet its obligations in respect of 
investments in the Zurich Mandated 
Funds, those policyholders receive 
no less than the amount they would 
have received had their units in the 
funds been cancelled on the business 
day immediately prior to the date 
Zurich went insolvent.

Trading Suspension Period
In order to enable the Transfer 
to take place, Zurich and 
Scottish Widows need to 
suspend certain services for a 
period over the Effective Date 
(the Trading Suspension Period). 
The Trading Suspension Period will 
begin at 3pm on Tuesday 25 June 
2019 and is expected to continue 
until 9am on Wednesday 3 July 
2019. During the Trading Suspension 
Period, Transferring Policyholders 
and certain other customers of 
Scottish Widows, including members 
of the Scottish Widows Master Trust 
and customers with Retirement 
Saver plans, will not be able to 
carry out transactions including 
making contributions, switching 
investments and taking benefits. 
Automatic transactions such as the 
taking of fund-based charges and 
lifestyle rebalancing will also not 
be processed during the Trading 
Suspension Period. 

Following the end of the Trading 
Suspension Period, Scottish Widows 
will process transactions that were 
not able to be processed during the 
Trading Suspension Period as soon as 
reasonably practicable.

In the event that Scottish Widows 
considers that it needs to extend 
the Trading Suspension Period (for 
example, to allow for further systems 
testing), it will notify the FCA and the 
PRA and keep them informed about 
the Trading Suspension Period. 
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As noted above, if the Court 
approves the Transfer, the Court can 
also exercise its powers with respect 
to such incidental, consequential 
and supplementary matters as are, 
in the Court’s opinion, necessary 
to secure that the Transfer is fully 
and effectively carried out. Zurich 
and Scottish Widows will be asking 
the Court to exercise its powers to 
permit the Trading Suspension Period 
to take place. As part of this Zurich 
and Scottish Widows will be asking 
the Court to approve provisions in 
the Scheme document which will 
mean that the implementation of the 
Trading Suspension Period will not 
constitute a breach of the terms and 
conditions of Transferring Policies by 
Zurich or Scottish Widows.

Excluded Liabilities
Zurich and Scottish Widows have 
agreed that certain liabilities 
relating to the Transferring Policies 
will be specifically excluded from 
the Transfer and will be retained 
by Zurich and will not transfer to 
Scottish Widows. These “Excluded 
Liabilities” include:

• liabilities arising in relation to 
the sale and administration of 
relevant policies prior to the 
Effective Date, including actions 
taken by regulatory authorities 
against Zurich; and

• taxation for which Zurich is 
primarily liable and is attributable 
to the period prior to the 
Effective Date. 

However, the fact that Zurich will 
retain certain legacy liabilities in 
respect of the Transferring Business 
will not affect the day-to-day 
operation of the Transferring 
Policies which, following the 
Effective Date, will be carried out by 
Scottish Widows rather than Zurich.

Residual Policies
If it is not possible to transfer any 
Transferring Policy or group of 
Transferring Policies from Zurich to 
Scottish Widows on the Effective 
Date, Zurich and Scottish Widows 
will treat those policies for all 
practical purposes in the same way 
as if they had transferred, by way of 
a reinsurance arrangement between 
Zurich and Scottish Widows. 

Residual Assets and Liabilities 
If, for technical reasons, it is not 
possible to transfer any assets 
and liabilities related to the 
Transferring Business from Zurich to 
Scottish Widows on the Effective 
Date, Zurich will hold such assets 
on trust for Scottish Widows and 
Scottish Widows will discharge 
on Zurich’s behalf or, failing that, 
indemnify Zurich against any such 
liabilities, in each case until such time 
as they can be transferred.

Subsequent changes to the terms 
of the Transfer
The Transfer is governed by English 
law. Any material changes to the 
terms of the Transfer after it is 
approved at the Court Hearing will 
require the further approval of the 
Court, and must be notified to the 
PRA and the FCA.

Jersey and Guernsey 
policyholders
The Transfer includes a small number 
of Transferring Policies which 
comprise insurance business carried 
on in, or from within Jersey, or 
which were issued to residents of 
Guernsey. These policies will transfer 
under either the Jersey Transfer or 
the Guernsey Transfer (each a way of 
transferring portfolios of insurance 
policies between two insurers under 
the laws of the relevant jurisdiction). 

The Jersey Transfer
The court hearing for the Jersey 
Transfer is expected to be held at 
9.00am on 20 June 2019 at the Royal 
Court of Jersey located at Judicial 
Greffe, Royal Court House, Royal 
Square, St Helier, Jersey, JE1 1JG. 

The terms of the Jersey Transfer are 
substantially the same as described 
in relation to the Transfer above. 
The Jersey Transfer is governed by 
Jersey law.
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However, the fact that Zurich will 
retain certain legacy liabilities in 
respect of the Transferring Business 
will not affect the day-to-day 
operation of the Transferring 
Policies which, following the 
Effective Date, will be carried out by 
Scottish Widows rather than Zurich.

Residual Policies
If it is not possible to transfer any 
Transferring Policy or group of 
Transferring Policies from Zurich to 
Scottish Widows on the Effective 
Date, Zurich and Scottish Widows 
will treat those policies for all 
practical purposes in the same way 
as if they had transferred, by way of 
a reinsurance arrangement between 
Zurich and Scottish Widows. 

Residual Assets and Liabilities 
If, for technical reasons, it is not 
possible to transfer any assets 
and liabilities related to the 
Transferring Business from Zurich to 
Scottish Widows on the Effective 
Date, Zurich will hold such assets 
on trust for Scottish Widows and 
Scottish Widows will discharge 
on Zurich’s behalf or, failing that, 
indemnify Zurich against any such 
liabilities, in each case until such time 
as they can be transferred.

Subsequent changes to the terms 
of the Transfer
The Transfer is governed by English 
law. Any material changes to the 
terms of the Transfer after it is 
approved at the Court Hearing will 
require the further approval of the 
Court, and must be notified to the 
PRA and the FCA.

Jersey and Guernsey 
policyholders
The Transfer includes a small number 
of Transferring Policies which 
comprise insurance business carried 
on in, or from within Jersey, or 
which were issued to residents of 
Guernsey. These policies will transfer 
under either the Jersey Transfer or 
the Guernsey Transfer (each a way of 
transferring portfolios of insurance 
policies between two insurers under 
the laws of the relevant jurisdiction). 

The Jersey Transfer
The court hearing for the Jersey 
Transfer is expected to be held at 
9.00am on 20 June 2019 at the Royal 
Court of Jersey located at Judicial 
Greffe, Royal Court House, Royal 
Square, St Helier, Jersey, JE1 1JG. 

The terms of the Jersey Transfer are 
substantially the same as described 
in relation to the Transfer above. 
The Jersey Transfer is governed by 
Jersey law.

You can inspect and obtain copies 
(free of charge) of the documents 
relating to the Jersey Transfer 
between 9:00am and 5:30pm 
Monday to Friday at the offices 
of Collas Crill, Gaspé House, 
66-72 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey, 
JE1 4XD up to the date of the 
court hearing relating to the Jersey 
Transfer. The documents relating 
to the Jersey Transfer will also be 
available free of charge on Zurich’s 
website, www.zurich.co.uk/transfer, 
and Scottish Widows’ website, 
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/
swtransfer2019. You may also 
phone or write to us using the 
contact details in section 2.4 of the 
Planholder Guide.

The Guernsey Transfer
The court hearing for the Guernsey 
Transfer is expected to be held at 
9.30am on 21 June 2019 at the Royal 
Court of Guernsey located at The 
Royal Court House, St Peter Port, 
Guernsey, GY1 2NZ. 

The terms of the Guernsey Transfer 
are substantially the same as 
described in relation to the Transfer 
above. The Guernsey Transfer is 
governed by Guernsey law.

You can inspect and obtain copies 
(free of charge) of the documents 
relating to the Guernsey Transfer 
between 9:00am and 5:30pm 
Monday to Friday at the offices of 
Collas Crill LLP, Glategny Court, 
Glategny Esplanade, St Peter Port, 
Guernsey, GY1 4EW. The documents 
relating to the Guernsey Transfer 
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will also be available free of 
charge on Zurich’s website, 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer, 
and Scottish Widows’ website, 
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/
swtransfer2019. You may also 
phone or write to us using the 
contact details in section 2.4 of the 
Planholder Guide.

Appendix B: Summary 
of the Independent 
Expert’s Report

Policyholder Summary 
1 This summary of the Scheme 

Report has been prepared to 
inform policyholders of Zurich 
Assurance Ltd (“ZAL”) and 
Scottish Widows Limited (“SWL”) 
of the likely impact of the 
Scheme on their policies. The 
Scheme Report, dated 6 February 
2019, was prepared by the 
Independent Expert, John 
McKenzie FFA, of Hymans 
Robertson LLP. His appointment 
has been approved by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority, 
in consultation with the Financial 
Conduct Authority. 

2 This summary does not replace 
the analysis and conclusions set 
out in the Scheme Report which 
will take precedence in terms of 
interpretation. 

Statement of conclusions 

Transferred Policies 
3 In my opinion, the Scheme will 

not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of the 
benefits of the Transferred 
Policies. 

4 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have any impact on the 
benefit expectations of the 
Transferred Policies. 
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Appendix B: Summary 
of the Independent 
Expert’s Report

Policyholder Summary 
1 This summary of the Scheme 

Report has been prepared to 
inform policyholders of Zurich 
Assurance Ltd (“ZAL”) and 
Scottish Widows Limited (“SWL”) 
of the likely impact of the 
Scheme on their policies. The 
Scheme Report, dated 6 February 
2019, was prepared by the 
Independent Expert, John 
McKenzie FFA, of Hymans 
Robertson LLP. His appointment 
has been approved by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority, 
in consultation with the Financial 
Conduct Authority. 

2 This summary does not replace 
the analysis and conclusions set 
out in the Scheme Report which 
will take precedence in terms of 
interpretation. 

Statement of conclusions 

Transferred Policies 
3 In my opinion, the Scheme will 

not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of the 
benefits of the Transferred 
Policies. 

4 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have any impact on the 
benefit expectations of the 
Transferred Policies. 

5 In my opinion, the standard of 
servicing of the Transferred 
Policies will be maintained after 
the Scheme has been 
implemented. 

6 I have concluded that the Trading 
Suspension Period proposal is 
appropriate and consistent with 
the fair treatment of the holders 
of Transferred Policies. 

Excluded Policies – Corporate 
Pensions Business 
7 I conclude that the 

implementation of the Scheme 
will have no impact on security 
of benefits of the Excluded 
Policies that are Corporate 
Pensions Business. 

8 In my opinion, benefit 
expectations of the Excluded 
Policies that are Corporate 
Pensions Business will be 
maintained on the 
implementation of the Scheme. 

9 In my opinion, the service 
standards for the Excluded 
Policies that are Corporate 
Pensions Business will remain 
satisfactory. 

Excluded Policies – non-Corporate 
Pensions Business 
10 I conclude that the 

implementation of the Scheme 
will have no impact on security 
of the benefits of Excluded 
Policies that are not Corporate 
Pensions Business. 
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11 In my opinion, on the 
implementation of the Scheme 
there will be no impact on 
benefit expectations of the 
participants in the 90:10 Fund. 

12 In my opinion, benefit 
expectations of the Excluded 
Policies that are not Corporate 
Pension Business in the 100:0 
Fund, the DCP Fund and the NP 
Fund will be maintained on the 
implementation of the Scheme. 

13 In my opinion, the service 
standards for Excluded Policies 
that are not Corporate Pensions 
Business will not be impacted by 
the implementation of the 
Scheme.

SWL’s Existing Policyholders 
14 In my opinion, the Scheme will 

not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of the 
benefits of SWL’s existing 
policyholders. 

15 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have a material adverse 
impact on the benefit 
expectations of SWL’s existing 
policyholders. 

16 In my opinion, the servicing and 
administration of SWL’s existing 
policies will not be affected by 
the Scheme. 

Equity between policyholders 
17 I am satisfied that the Scheme is 

equitable between the 
Transferred Policies and the 
Excluded Policies (both Excluded 
Policies that are Corporate 
Pensions Business and Excluded 
Policies that are non-Corporate 
Pensions business). I arrive at this 
conclusion because none of 
these groups stand to lose or 
gain materially over each other. 

Policyholders subject to the 
Island Schemes 
18 In my opinion, the security of 

policyholders’ benefits will be 
maintained following the 
implementation of the Island 
Schemes. It is also my opinion 
that the benefit expectations and 
service standards of policyholders 
will be maintained following the 
implementation of the Island 
Schemes. 

Other stakeholders 
19 The contractual arrangements 

with other third parties providing 
services to ZAL will be 
maintained either because they 
relate to the business retained by 
ZAL or they transfer to SWL 
under the terms of the Scheme. 

Communication plan 
20  I am comfortable with the 

communication plan for Excluded 
Policies within ZAL’s Corporate 
Pensions Business. 

21 I am comfortable with the 
approach for the Excluded 
Policyholders that are not 
Corporate Pensions Business. 

22 I am comfortable with the 
communication plan for 
Transferred Policies, including the 
waivers sought. 

23 I am comfortable with the 
proposed communication plan 
for SWL’s existing policyholders. 

24 I have considered the Wider 
Communication Plan and I 
consider it to be appropriate, 
including the proposal to seek a 
waiver from publishing in 
newspapers in individual EEA 
states. 

Background to ZAL and to SWL 
25 My opinions on the Scheme have 

been informed by considering 
how ZAL and SWL have 
managed their businesses as a 
whole. 

26 I have considered the following 
aspects of each company insofar 
as they are relevant to the 
Scheme: 

 •  History (including any prior 
schemes under Part VII of 
FSMA);

 • Group structure; 

 •  Lines of business currently 
being written and those that 
remain on the books; 

 • Fund structure; 
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Equity between policyholders 
17 I am satisfied that the Scheme is 

equitable between the 
Transferred Policies and the 
Excluded Policies (both Excluded 
Policies that are Corporate 
Pensions Business and Excluded 
Policies that are non-Corporate 
Pensions business). I arrive at this 
conclusion because none of 
these groups stand to lose or 
gain materially over each other. 

Policyholders subject to the 
Island Schemes 
18 In my opinion, the security of 

policyholders’ benefits will be 
maintained following the 
implementation of the Island 
Schemes. It is also my opinion 
that the benefit expectations and 
service standards of policyholders 
will be maintained following the 
implementation of the Island 
Schemes. 

Other stakeholders 
19 The contractual arrangements 

with other third parties providing 
services to ZAL will be 
maintained either because they 
relate to the business retained by 
ZAL or they transfer to SWL 
under the terms of the Scheme. 

Communication plan 
20  I am comfortable with the 

communication plan for Excluded 
Policies within ZAL’s Corporate 
Pensions Business. 

21 I am comfortable with the 
approach for the Excluded 
Policyholders that are not 
Corporate Pensions Business. 

22 I am comfortable with the 
communication plan for 
Transferred Policies, including the 
waivers sought. 

23 I am comfortable with the 
proposed communication plan 
for SWL’s existing policyholders. 

24 I have considered the Wider 
Communication Plan and I 
consider it to be appropriate, 
including the proposal to seek a 
waiver from publishing in 
newspapers in individual EEA 
states. 

Background to ZAL and to SWL 
25 My opinions on the Scheme have 

been informed by considering 
how ZAL and SWL have 
managed their businesses as a 
whole. 

26 I have considered the following 
aspects of each company insofar 
as they are relevant to the 
Scheme: 

 •  History (including any prior 
schemes under Part VII of 
FSMA);

 • Group structure; 

 •  Lines of business currently 
being written and those that 
remain on the books; 

 • Fund structure; 

 •  How each fund is managed 
and interacts with other 
funds; 

 • Financial position; and 

 • Capital management policy. 

Outline of the Transaction and 
the Scheme 

Outline of the Transaction 
27 Zurich UK Life’s workplace 

pensions and savings business 
comprised: 

 •  Platform infrastructure and 
investment business owned 
and operated by ZAL’s sister 
company Sterling ISA 
Managers Limited (“SIML”); 
and 

 •  Insurance business written by 
ZAL but administered by 
SIML. 

28 On 11 October 2017, SIML and 
ZAL agreed to sell their 
workplace pensions and savings 
business and the administration 
platform known as the “CS 
Platform” to Scottish Widows 
Administration Services Limited 
(“SWASL”) and SWL. The 
transaction comprised two 
business transfer agreements 
(“BTAs”): 

 • The Platform BTA; and 

 • The Part VII BTA. 
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29 The transfer of the business sold 
under the Platform BTA was 
completed on 3 April 2018. The 
business which was the subject 
of this transaction is investment 
business not conducted within an 
insurance company environment. 
The Scheme will implement the 
Part VII BTA. The Scheme 
Summary is outlined in Appendix 
B of this Planholder Guide. 

Outline of the Scheme 
30 I confirm that the description set 

out there reflects my 
interpretation of the Scheme. 
Please note that, in this summary, 
I have used the term “Transferred 
Policies” to refer to those policies 
that the Scheme will transfer 
from ZAL to SWL. 

Practical Implementation of the 
Scheme 

Administration of the Transferred 
Policies 
31 ZAL’s workplace pensions and 

savings business (including the 
Transferred Policies) is currently 
administered by SWASL on an 
outsourced basis. The vast 
majority of the staff who 
administer ZAL’s workplace 
pensions and savings business 
transferred employment to Lloyds 
Banking Group when the 
Platform BTA completed; the 
remainder will transfer 
employment on the Effective 
Date. 

32 The Transferred Policies are 
currently administered on the CS 
Platform – owned by SWASL – 
and the DC Platform – owned by 
ZAL. A project is underway to 
migrate those pension schemes 
that are currently administered 
on the DC Platform to the CS 
Platform. This migration is 
expected to complete before the 
Effective Date. 

33 The administration (staff and 
system) of the Transferred Policies 
is effectively a standalone 
function which does not impact 
on the administration of other 
SWL policies.

Approach to Establishing the 
Linked Funds in SWL 
34 Most of ZAL’s internal funds are 

linked to funds provided by 
third-party investment 
management firms. SWL will 
enter into its own agreements 
with these third parties. On the 
Effective Date, ZAL and SWL will 
give instructions to the third 
party to cancel units held under 
ZAL’s contract in exchange for 
issuing new units under the 
replacement SWL contract, 
simultaneously on the Effective 
Date and at the same price. 

35 Some of ZAL’s fund-link contracts 
will also transfer to SWL, where 
these contracts are not required 
by the policies that will remain 
with ZAL. 

36 There are 11 funds that are used 
by both the Transferred Policies 
and the policies that will remain 
with ZAL and which are 
managed by ZAL itself. Given the 
nature of the investments in 
those funds, ZAL does not 
consider it practicable to split the 
investments held in those funds 
in a way that would ensure that 
there was no potential adverse 
impact to either the Transferred 
Policies or the policies that will 
remain with ZAL. ZAL will 
therefore continue to manage 
these assets and will, in effect, 
become another third-party fund 
provider to the Transferred 
Policies following the Effective 
Date. 

Management of the Linked Funds 
and Unit Pricing 
37 SWL has conducted an analysis 

of ZAL’s practices in relation to 
pricing and managing the linked 
funds. SWL intends to adopt 
ZAL’s practices for managing the 
transferring funds after the 
Scheme has been implemented. 
Certain operational processes, 
discussed below, will be changed 
to align with SWL’s processes. 

38 SWL and ZAL use different 
sources for determining the 
prices of listed assets. I do not 
expect this to have a material 
impact on customer outcomes 
since market prices are generally 
available. 
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32 The Transferred Policies are 
currently administered on the CS 
Platform – owned by SWASL – 
and the DC Platform – owned by 
ZAL. A project is underway to 
migrate those pension schemes 
that are currently administered 
on the DC Platform to the CS 
Platform. This migration is 
expected to complete before the 
Effective Date. 

33 The administration (staff and 
system) of the Transferred Policies 
is effectively a standalone 
function which does not impact 
on the administration of other 
SWL policies.

Approach to Establishing the 
Linked Funds in SWL 
34 Most of ZAL’s internal funds are 

linked to funds provided by 
third-party investment 
management firms. SWL will 
enter into its own agreements 
with these third parties. On the 
Effective Date, ZAL and SWL will 
give instructions to the third 
party to cancel units held under 
ZAL’s contract in exchange for 
issuing new units under the 
replacement SWL contract, 
simultaneously on the Effective 
Date and at the same price. 

35 Some of ZAL’s fund-link contracts 
will also transfer to SWL, where 
these contracts are not required 
by the policies that will remain 
with ZAL. 

36 There are 11 funds that are used 
by both the Transferred Policies 
and the policies that will remain 
with ZAL and which are 
managed by ZAL itself. Given the 
nature of the investments in 
those funds, ZAL does not 
consider it practicable to split the 
investments held in those funds 
in a way that would ensure that 
there was no potential adverse 
impact to either the Transferred 
Policies or the policies that will 
remain with ZAL. ZAL will 
therefore continue to manage 
these assets and will, in effect, 
become another third-party fund 
provider to the Transferred 
Policies following the Effective 
Date. 

Management of the Linked Funds 
and Unit Pricing 
37 SWL has conducted an analysis 

of ZAL’s practices in relation to 
pricing and managing the linked 
funds. SWL intends to adopt 
ZAL’s practices for managing the 
transferring funds after the 
Scheme has been implemented. 
Certain operational processes, 
discussed below, will be changed 
to align with SWL’s processes. 

38 SWL and ZAL use different 
sources for determining the 
prices of listed assets. I do not 
expect this to have a material 
impact on customer outcomes 
since market prices are generally 
available. 

39 ZAL currently rounds down unit 
prices to the nearer 0.1p. SWL 
will change this practice to round 
to the nearer 0.1p. I have 
considered the proposed change, 
and I am satisfied that it will 
result in no customer detriment, 
and may slightly benefit some 
customers. 

40 When an external fund manager 
does not supply a fund price, 
ZAL’s practice is to use the most 
recently-supplied price until such 
time as an up-to-date price is 
available. SWL intends to 
estimate a price from similar 
unit-linked funds. In my opinion, 
use of this “proxy pricing” should 
improve customer outcomes. Use 
of proxy prices means that the 
price applied to unit-linked funds 
better reflects movements in 
markets, compared to a situation 
where the unit price is not 
updated at all, and is intended to 
ensure fairness amongst 
policyholders effecting trades 
(or not). 

Integration with SWL systems 
41 SWL is currently undertaking a 

project to integrate the 
Transferred Policies and the CS 
Platform with its various other 
systems and its integration with 
third-party platforms. This 
includes a project to develop the 
functionality of the CS Platform 
so that it can carry out the 
investment administration of the 
Transferred Business. This project 
is currently ongoing and I will 
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comment on the proposed 
solutions in my supplementary 
report, along with an assessment 
of whether the required solutions 
are likely to be in place on or 
before the Effective Date. 

Proposed Trading Suspension 
Period 
42 Implementation of the Scheme 

and the transfer of the 
Transferred Business from ZAL to 
SWL will involve a number of 
complex operational changes, 
including the transfer of the 
policyholder investment 
administration functionality for 
the entire Transferred Business 
from the DC Platform to the CS 
Platform and the migration of 
the policy administration of the 
Corporate Investment Plans onto 
the CS Platform. To ensure this 
transition happens smoothly and 
does not cause unintended 
disruption to policyholders’ ability 
to trade, ZAL and SWL will seek 
the Court’s approval to applying 
a “Trading Suspension Period” 
around the week-end of the 
Effective Date during which no 
trading will be permitted in the 
Transferred Business. 

Financial Positions of ZAL and 
SWL on the Effective Date 

Financial Position of ZAL 
Following the Transfer 
43 Although ZAL will be 

considerably smaller once the 
Scheme is implemented – its 
assets would have reduced from 
£55 billion to £34 billion as at 
31 December 2017 – its financial 
strength will not be materially 
changed. 

44 In forming this view, I have 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on ZAL’s 
financial position had the 
Scheme been implemented on 
31 December 2017. I have also 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on ZAL’s 
financial position had the 
Scheme been implemented on 
30 June 2018. 

Financial Position of SWL 
Following the Transfer 
45 On implementing the Scheme as 

at 31 December 2017, the 
Transferred Policies would have 
increased SWL’s assets by £21 
billion to £150 billion, 
approximately, but it would not 
have significantly changed the 
financial strength. 

46 In forming this view, I have 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on SWL’s 
financial position had the Scheme 

been implemented on 
31 December 2017. I have also 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on SWL’s 
financial position had the 
Scheme been implemented on 
30 June 2018. 

SWL’s Brexit Scheme 
47 In response to the UK’s decision 

to leave the EU in March 2019 
(“Brexit”), SWL is currently 
reorganising its insurance 
business written in the EU to 
protect the interests of those 
policyholders. The reorganisation 
will be effected by means of a 
Part VII transfer to a subsidiary 
company in the EU. Reporting on 
the terms of the Brexit scheme is 
beyond the scope of my Scheme 
Report but, since the Brexit 
transfer will be implemented 
ahead of the Scheme, I have 
considered the Brexit transfer’s 
impact on the management of 
SWL and the likely financial 
position of SWL on 
implementation to the extent 
that these matters may affect the 
interests of the policyholders in 
the Transferred Business from 
ZAL. I am comfortable that the 
Brexit scheme is unlikely to alter 
my conclusions on the effects of 
the Scheme but I will consider 
the matter again in my 
supplementary report. 
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Financial Positions of ZAL and 
SWL on the Effective Date 

Financial Position of ZAL 
Following the Transfer 
43 Although ZAL will be 

considerably smaller once the 
Scheme is implemented – its 
assets would have reduced from 
£55 billion to £34 billion as at 
31 December 2017 – its financial 
strength will not be materially 
changed. 

44 In forming this view, I have 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on ZAL’s 
financial position had the 
Scheme been implemented on 
31 December 2017. I have also 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on ZAL’s 
financial position had the 
Scheme been implemented on 
30 June 2018. 

Financial Position of SWL 
Following the Transfer 
45 On implementing the Scheme as 

at 31 December 2017, the 
Transferred Policies would have 
increased SWL’s assets by £21 
billion to £150 billion, 
approximately, but it would not 
have significantly changed the 
financial strength. 

46 In forming this view, I have 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on SWL’s 
financial position had the Scheme 

been implemented on 
31 December 2017. I have also 
considered the estimated impact 
that implementing the Scheme 
would have had on SWL’s 
financial position had the 
Scheme been implemented on 
30 June 2018. 

SWL’s Brexit Scheme 
47 In response to the UK’s decision 

to leave the EU in March 2019 
(“Brexit”), SWL is currently 
reorganising its insurance 
business written in the EU to 
protect the interests of those 
policyholders. The reorganisation 
will be effected by means of a 
Part VII transfer to a subsidiary 
company in the EU. Reporting on 
the terms of the Brexit scheme is 
beyond the scope of my Scheme 
Report but, since the Brexit 
transfer will be implemented 
ahead of the Scheme, I have 
considered the Brexit transfer’s 
impact on the management of 
SWL and the likely financial 
position of SWL on 
implementation to the extent 
that these matters may affect the 
interests of the policyholders in 
the Transferred Business from 
ZAL. I am comfortable that the 
Brexit scheme is unlikely to alter 
my conclusions on the effects of 
the Scheme but I will consider 
the matter again in my 
supplementary report. 

Transferred Policies 

Security of Benefits 
48 Although SWL’s solvency 

coverage ratio was lower than 
ZAL’s at 31 December 2017, I do 
not consider that the security of 
the Transferred Policies would be 
lower in SWL in practical terms. 

49 The solvency coverage ratio is an 
indicator of the financial position 
at a point in time and should be 
considered in the context of the 
overall risk framework of the firm 
and, in particular, the capital 
management policy and the 
dividend policy. These aim to 
permit ZAL and SWL to satisfy 
regulatory capital requirements 
(based on the extreme 1-in-200 
one year stresses) in the face of 
scenarios in line with their chosen 
capital tolerance basis. The 
coverage ratio of either company 
could fall in the future should 
that company decide to distribute 
retained capital as dividends. 
However, both companies 
currently operate a dividend 
policy which must have regard to 
the capital targets which they 
have set themselves and in 
stressed circumstances the 
payment of a dividend could be 
constrained potentially. 

50 I am satisfied that the bounds 
which SWL has set within its 
capital management policy are 
adequate to provide its 
policyholders with an appropriate 
level of benefit security. 
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56 The Scheme will not alter the 
generality of the policy terms and 
conditions but will make some 
minor changes to clarify 
references to the entities 
administering the Transferred 
Policies. 

57 SWL’s Board has resolved not to 
increase charges on the 
Transferred Policies solely due to 
the Scheme being implemented. 
It is in any case unlikely that the 
Scheme would result in pressure 
to increase charges, since the 
expense ratio for SWL’s 
workplace pensions and savings 
business is not expected to 
increase significantly. In practice, 
SWL’s ability to increase charges 
is limited since the workplace 
pensions and savings market is 
very competitive and demand is 
price-sensitive. 

58 In my opinion, there is no reason 
to expect that the standard of 
servicing of the Transferred 
Policies will not be maintained 
after the Scheme has been 
implemented. Most of the 
Transferred Policies have already 
been migrated to the CS Platform 
and are being administered 
successfully. Following the 
implementation of the Scheme, 
the Transferred Policies will be 
administered by the same staff 
that currently administer the 
business. However, integrating 
the CS Platform into the SWL 
systems is a major project aimed 
at ensuring proper control and 

51 I have also given consideration to 
ZAL’s funding agreement with 
Zurich Insurance Group (“ZIG”). 
This funding agreement provides 
additional security to ZAL’s 
policyholders in addition to the 
minimum level of financial 
resources that ZAL aims to hold 
on its own account. However, I 
take more comfort from the 
existence of the capital 
management policy than from 
the provisions of the ZIG funding 
arrangement. It is my opinion 
that the funding agreement adds 
little in practical terms to the 
security of benefits except in the 
most extreme circumstances. 

52 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of the 
benefits of the Transferred 
Policies. 

Benefit Expectations 
53 The arrangements described in 

paragraphs 34 to 41 maintain 
fund values for the Transferred 
Policies as at the Effective Date 
and provide for the same 
investment options to be 
available. However, SWL will be 
able to merge or close internal 
linked funds relevant to the 
Transferred Policies in 
continuation of the discretionary 
power available to ZAL. 

54 In general, these arrangements 
are also equivalent to the 
arrangements currently in place 
in ZAL and there are therefore no 

new risks being placed upon 
most policyholders. However, 
there are certain groups of 
policyholder who bear the credit 
risk associated with external fund 
providers. Since ZAL will become 
an external fund provider 
following the implementation of 
the Scheme (see paragraph 36) 
this will potentially expose those 
policyholders to a risk of default 
by ZAL as well as by SWL. In 
order to mitigate any potential 
adverse impact, the Scheme 
requires SWL to cover those 
policyholders with investments in 
those funds which will be the 
subject of reinsurance contracts 
between SWL and ZAL, at the 
Effective Date, against the risk 
associated with ZAL failing to pay 
out under the reinsurance 
arrangement. 

55 SWL has considered its proposed 
approach to management of 
linked funds with reference to 
ZAL’s existing pricing policy and 
practices. SWL has confirmed 
various aspects that it does and 
does not intend to change 
following implementation of the 
Scheme. In addition, SWL will 
create banking arrangements for 
the Transferred Policies rather 
than sharing these with the 
investment contracts acquired 
under the Platform BTA. I have 
considered these changes and I 
am comfortable that they will not 
result in detriment for the 
Transferred Policies. 
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56 The Scheme will not alter the 
generality of the policy terms and 
conditions but will make some 
minor changes to clarify 
references to the entities 
administering the Transferred 
Policies. 

57 SWL’s Board has resolved not to 
increase charges on the 
Transferred Policies solely due to 
the Scheme being implemented. 
It is in any case unlikely that the 
Scheme would result in pressure 
to increase charges, since the 
expense ratio for SWL’s 
workplace pensions and savings 
business is not expected to 
increase significantly. In practice, 
SWL’s ability to increase charges 
is limited since the workplace 
pensions and savings market is 
very competitive and demand is 
price-sensitive. 

58 In my opinion, there is no reason 
to expect that the standard of 
servicing of the Transferred 
Policies will not be maintained 
after the Scheme has been 
implemented. Most of the 
Transferred Policies have already 
been migrated to the CS Platform 
and are being administered 
successfully. Following the 
implementation of the Scheme, 
the Transferred Policies will be 
administered by the same staff 
that currently administer the 
business. However, integrating 
the CS Platform into the SWL 
systems is a major project aimed 
at ensuring proper control and 

oversight. It is planned to be 
completed by the Effective Date 
but in the event that there is any 
delay to the project, I will 
re-consider the impact in my 
supplementary report. 

59 Rights of policyholders included 
in the Transferred Policies are 
protected by the Scheme. Any 
protections afforded to the 
Transferred Policies under the 
terms of the Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme prior to 
the Effective Date will continue 
to apply after the Effective Date. 

60 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have any impact on the 
benefit expectations of the 
Transferred Policies. 

Proposed Trading Suspension 
Period 
61 As discussed in paragraph 42 the 

parties propose a Trading 
Suspension Period to implement 
the Scheme. 

62 I have considered the impact of 
the Trading Suspension Period on 
the various transaction types, the 
proposed communication 
strategy and the risks and 
benefits of the Trading 
Suspension Period. I have 
concluded that the proposal is 
appropriate and consistent with 
the fair treatment of the holders 
of Transferred Policies. 

new risks being placed upon 
most policyholders. However, 
there are certain groups of 
policyholder who bear the credit 
risk associated with external fund 
providers. Since ZAL will become 
an external fund provider 
following the implementation of 
the Scheme (see paragraph 36) 
this will potentially expose those 
policyholders to a risk of default 
by ZAL as well as by SWL. In 
order to mitigate any potential 
adverse impact, the Scheme 
requires SWL to cover those 
policyholders with investments in 
those funds which will be the 
subject of reinsurance contracts 
between SWL and ZAL, at the 
Effective Date, against the risk 
associated with ZAL failing to pay 
out under the reinsurance 
arrangement. 

55 SWL has considered its proposed 
approach to management of 
linked funds with reference to 
ZAL’s existing pricing policy and 
practices. SWL has confirmed 
various aspects that it does and 
does not intend to change 
following implementation of the 
Scheme. In addition, SWL will 
create banking arrangements for 
the Transferred Policies rather 
than sharing these with the 
investment contracts acquired 
under the Platform BTA. I have 
considered these changes and I 
am comfortable that they will not 
result in detriment for the 
Transferred Policies. 
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Policies that will remain with ZAL 

Security of Benefits 
63 As noted above, the Scheme is 

expected to slightly improve 
ZAL’s financial position. The small 
improvement should be viewed 
in the context that while ZAL is 
satisfying its capital management 
policy, an increase of this nature 
may simply enhance ZAL’s ability 
to pay a dividend to its 
shareholders, i.e. it may not 
result in an effective increase in 
the solvency position in the 
longer term. 

64 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
have no impact on the security of 
the benefits of the policies that 
will remain with ZAL. 

Benefit Expectations 
65 The workplace pensions and 

savings policies that remain with 
ZAL will remain invested in the 
same assets after implementing 
the Scheme. 

66 The level of expenses allocated to 
any product line within ZAL is 
not expected to increase as a 
result of the Scheme. I therefore 
do not expect the Scheme to 
result in an increase in 
policyholder charges or premiums 
where ZAL has discretion over 
these. 

67 The investment strategies of 
ZAL’s with-profits funds are not 
expected to change as a result of 
the Scheme since this is 
determined by reference to the 
resources of these funds on a 
standalone basis. 

68 The 100:0 Fund may receive a 
small surplus on the Effective 
Date as a result of the Scheme 
(and will not share in any loss, if 
one should arise from 
implementation of the Scheme). 

69 Prior to the Scheme, ZAL’s 
workplace pensions and savings 
policies are administered by 
SWASL. ZAL plans to switch the 
administration of its remaining 
workplace pensions and savings 
policies to a third-party 
outsourcing firm by the Effective 
Date. The contract will include 
provisions to ensure that service 
standards are consistent with the 
current position. 

70 In my opinion, the service 
standards will remain satisfactory 
for those workplace pensions and 
savings policies that will remain 
with ZAL. 

71 The Scheme is not expected to 
result in any changes to service 
providers and systems for any 
policy that is not part of ZAL’s 
workplace pensions and savings 
business. In my opinion, the 
service standards for this group 
of policies will not be impacted 
by the implementation of the 
Scheme. 

72 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have any impact on the 
benefit expectations of the 
policies that remain with ZAL. 

SWL’s Existing Policyholders 

Security of Benefits 
73 The impact of the Scheme on 

SWL’s financial position was set 
out above. Although the Scheme 
may weaken the financial 
position a little, SWL would still 
satisfy its capital management 
policy and the reduction would 
be insignificant, in practice. 

74 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of the 
benefits of SWL’s existing 
policyholders. 

Benefit Expectations 
75 SWL has carried out analysis 

which shows that the Scheme is 
not expected to change the 
expenses allocated to any 
business unit other than 
workplace pensions. 

76 The Scheme is expected to result 
in a slight increase in the expense 
ratio (i.e. the ratio of expenses 
divided by income) for the 
workplace pension business unit. 
However, the increase is slight 
and the increase in the workplace 
pensions business is expected to 
be more than sufficient to cover 
this. 
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67 The investment strategies of 
ZAL’s with-profits funds are not 
expected to change as a result of 
the Scheme since this is 
determined by reference to the 
resources of these funds on a 
standalone basis. 

68 The 100:0 Fund may receive a 
small surplus on the Effective 
Date as a result of the Scheme 
(and will not share in any loss, if 
one should arise from 
implementation of the Scheme). 

69 Prior to the Scheme, ZAL’s 
workplace pensions and savings 
policies are administered by 
SWASL. ZAL plans to switch the 
administration of its remaining 
workplace pensions and savings 
policies to a third-party 
outsourcing firm by the Effective 
Date. The contract will include 
provisions to ensure that service 
standards are consistent with the 
current position. 

70 In my opinion, the service 
standards will remain satisfactory 
for those workplace pensions and 
savings policies that will remain 
with ZAL. 

71 The Scheme is not expected to 
result in any changes to service 
providers and systems for any 
policy that is not part of ZAL’s 
workplace pensions and savings 
business. In my opinion, the 
service standards for this group 
of policies will not be impacted 
by the implementation of the 
Scheme. 

72 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have any impact on the 
benefit expectations of the 
policies that remain with ZAL. 

SWL’s Existing Policyholders 

Security of Benefits 
73 The impact of the Scheme on 

SWL’s financial position was set 
out above. Although the Scheme 
may weaken the financial 
position a little, SWL would still 
satisfy its capital management 
policy and the reduction would 
be insignificant, in practice. 

74 In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have a material adverse 
impact on the security of the 
benefits of SWL’s existing 
policyholders. 

Benefit Expectations 
75 SWL has carried out analysis 

which shows that the Scheme is 
not expected to change the 
expenses allocated to any 
business unit other than 
workplace pensions. 

76 The Scheme is expected to result 
in a slight increase in the expense 
ratio (i.e. the ratio of expenses 
divided by income) for the 
workplace pension business unit. 
However, the increase is slight 
and the increase in the workplace 
pensions business is expected to 
be more than sufficient to cover 
this. 

77 In my opinion, the change in 
expense levels from 
implementing the Scheme will 
not change benefit expectations 
for SWL existing policies solely 
due to implementing the 
Scheme. 

78 In my opinion, implementing the 
Scheme should not affect the 
way the with-profits funds are 
managed. In particular, the way 
that the investment strategy for 
each fund is set should not 
change nor should the availability 
of the capital support. 

79 New internal linked funds will be 
created to manage the 
Transferred Policies and these will 
not interact with the existing 
internal funds maintained by 
SWL. Valuation and pricing 
mechanisms for the existing 
funds and policies will not be 
altered on implementing the 
Scheme. 

80 SWL’s existing non-profit 
non-unit linked policies will not 
be changed by the Scheme. 

81 The Transferred Policies will be 
administered by a dedicated 
team using a standalone system. 
The servicing and administration 
of existing SWL policies will not 
be affected by it. 

82  In my opinion, the Scheme will 
not have a material adverse 
impact on the benefit 
expectations of SWL’s existing 
policyholders. 
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Consequences of the Scheme not 
Completing 
83 If the Scheme is not 

implemented, then the 
Transferred Policies (and related 
assets and liabilities) will remain 
with ZAL. Security and benefit 
expectations of the policyholders 
of ZAL and SWL will not change 
from the current position. 
However, administration and 
management of the workplace 
pensions and savings business 
may be problematic in the longer 
term.

84 If the Scheme had still not 
completed two years after the 
planned Effective Date then ZAL 
would need to put in place new 
administration arrangements. 
These arrangements could 
involve entering into a new 
outsourcing arrangement with 
SWASL; entering into an 
outsourcing agreement with 
another administration provider; 
or ZAL carrying out the 
administration itself (provided 
that it has developed the 
necessary in-house resources by 
that point). 

85 If the Scheme cannot complete, 
ZAL will refund a portion of the 
consideration paid by SWL in 
respect of the Transferred 
Policies. In the short term, 
SWASL would continue to 
administer the business as 
provided for by the Transitional 
Services Agreement. However, 
before the Transitional Services 

Agreement expires, ZAL 
anticipates that it would transfer 
responsibility of administration of 
the business to a third party 
outsourcing firm. 

The Island Schemes 
86 The “Island Schemes” are two 

schemes to be presented to the 
Royal Court of Jersey and to the 
Royal Court of Guernsey to 
ensure the effective transfer of 
certain Transferred Policies that 
have been effected in Jersey and 
Guernsey respectively. 

87 The provisions of the Island 
Schemes will be materially the 
same as the provisions of the 
Scheme. I also consider that the 
Transferred Policies that are 
within the scope of the Island 
Schemes are materially the same 
as the Transferred Policies that 
are in the scope of the Scheme. 
It therefore follows that the 
considerations that are relevant 
to the Island Schemes are the 
same as those that are relevant 
to the Scheme. 

88 In my opinion, the security of 
policyholders’ benefits will be 
maintained following the 
implementation of the Island 
Schemes. It is also my opinion 
that the benefit expectations of 
policyholders will be maintained 
following the implementation of 
the Island Schemes. 

Appendix C: Legal Notice

In the High Court of Justice  CR – 2018 –008807 
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES 
COMPANIES COURT (ChD)

IN THE MATTER OF ZURICH ASSURANCE LTD

- and -

IN THE MATTER OF SCOTTISH WIDOWS LIMITED

- and –

IN THE MATTER OF THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AND  
MARKETS ACT 2000

Notice is hereby given that on 8 February 2019 an Application was made 
under section 107(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the 
“Act”) in the Business and Property Courts of the High Court of Justice, 
in London by Zurich Assurance Ltd (“ZAL”) and Scottish Widows Limited 
(“SWL”) for Orders:

(i)  under section 111 of the Act sanctioning a scheme (the “Scheme”) 
providing for the transfer to SWL of certain long-term insurance business 
(as defined in the Act) of ZAL (the “Transferring Business”); and

(ii) making ancillary provision in connection with the Scheme pursuant to 
sections 112 and 112A of the Act.

Copies of the report on the terms of the Scheme prepared by an Independent 
Expert in accordance with section 109 of the Act (the “Scheme Report”), 
guides containing a statement setting out the terms of the Scheme and 
a summary of the Scheme Report, and the Scheme document may be 
obtained free of charge by contacting ZAL or SWL (as appropriate) using 
the relevant telephone number or address set out below. These documents, 
and other related documents including actuarial reports and sample copies 
of the communications to policyholders, are available at the websites below. 
These websites will be updated with any key changes in respect of the 
proposed transfer.
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Agreement expires, ZAL 
anticipates that it would transfer 
responsibility of administration of 
the business to a third party 
outsourcing firm. 

The Island Schemes 
86 The “Island Schemes” are two 

schemes to be presented to the 
Royal Court of Jersey and to the 
Royal Court of Guernsey to 
ensure the effective transfer of 
certain Transferred Policies that 
have been effected in Jersey and 
Guernsey respectively. 

87 The provisions of the Island 
Schemes will be materially the 
same as the provisions of the 
Scheme. I also consider that the 
Transferred Policies that are 
within the scope of the Island 
Schemes are materially the same 
as the Transferred Policies that 
are in the scope of the Scheme. 
It therefore follows that the 
considerations that are relevant 
to the Island Schemes are the 
same as those that are relevant 
to the Scheme. 

88 In my opinion, the security of 
policyholders’ benefits will be 
maintained following the 
implementation of the Island 
Schemes. It is also my opinion 
that the benefit expectations of 
policyholders will be maintained 
following the implementation of 
the Island Schemes. 

Appendix C: Legal Notice

In the High Court of Justice  CR – 2018 –008807 
BUSINESS AND PROPERTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND WALES 
COMPANIES COURT (ChD)

IN THE MATTER OF ZURICH ASSURANCE LTD

- and -

IN THE MATTER OF SCOTTISH WIDOWS LIMITED

- and –

IN THE MATTER OF THE FINANCIAL SERVICES AND  
MARKETS ACT 2000

Notice is hereby given that on 8 February 2019 an Application was made 
under section 107(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the 
“Act”) in the Business and Property Courts of the High Court of Justice, 
in London by Zurich Assurance Ltd (“ZAL”) and Scottish Widows Limited 
(“SWL”) for Orders:

(i)  under section 111 of the Act sanctioning a scheme (the “Scheme”) 
providing for the transfer to SWL of certain long-term insurance business 
(as defined in the Act) of ZAL (the “Transferring Business”); and

(ii) making ancillary provision in connection with the Scheme pursuant to 
sections 112 and 112A of the Act.

Copies of the report on the terms of the Scheme prepared by an Independent 
Expert in accordance with section 109 of the Act (the “Scheme Report”), 
guides containing a statement setting out the terms of the Scheme and 
a summary of the Scheme Report, and the Scheme document may be 
obtained free of charge by contacting ZAL or SWL (as appropriate) using 
the relevant telephone number or address set out below. These documents, 
and other related documents including actuarial reports and sample copies 
of the communications to policyholders, are available at the websites below. 
These websites will be updated with any key changes in respect of the 
proposed transfer.
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Any person who alleges that they may be adversely affected by the Scheme 
but does not intend to attend the hearing may make representations about 
the Scheme by (i) telephoning either ZAL or SWL using the telephone 
number above (as appropriate); (ii) writing to ZAL or SWL at the address 
above (as appropriate) or (iii) writing to one of the named solicitors below 
(as appropriate), setting out their reasons why they believe they would be 
adversely affected, in each case as soon as possible and preferably before 
12 June 2019.

ZAL and SWL (as appropriate) will inform the Financial Conduct Authority, 
the Prudential Regulation Authority and the High Court of any objections 
raised in advance of the hearing, regardless of whether the person making 
the objection intends to attend the hearing.

If the Scheme is sanctioned by the High Court, it will result in the transfer of 
the Transferring Business from ZAL to SWL notwithstanding any entitlement 
that a person would otherwise have to terminate, modify, acquire or claim an 
interest or right, or to treat an interest or right as terminated or modified as a 
result of anything done in connection with the Scheme. Any such entitlement 
will only be enforceable to the extent the order of the High Court makes 
provision to that effect.

Dated: 18 February 2019

Pinsent Masons LLP 
30 Crown Place 
Earl Street 
London 
EC2A 4ES

Hogan Lovells International LLP 
Atlantic House 
Holborn Viaduct 
London 
EC1A 2FG

Ref: 664120.07002/HA06/MB60 Ref: C1JSR/JA

Solicitors acting for ZAL Solicitors acting for SWL

Any questions or concerns relating to the proposed transfer should be 
referred to ZAL or SWL using the following telephone number or address 
(as appropriate):

Zurich Corporate Savings 
PO Box 1308 
Cheltenham 
GL50 9BY  
United Kingdom

Scottish Widows Limited 
PO Box 1315 
Cheltenham 
GL50 9DL 
United Kingdom

Telephone: 
0800 678 3515 
(if calling from the United Kingdom) 

+44 1242 664 016 
(if calling from overseas)

Telephone: 
0800 678 3515 
(if calling from the United Kingdom)

+44 1242 664 016 
(if calling from overseas)

Website: 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

Website: 
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/
swtransfer2019

If you have a policy with ZAL or SWL, please quote your policy number in any 
correspondence. This can be found in your policy documents.

The Application is due to be heard before a Judge of the Chancery Division 
of the High Court at the Business and Property Courts of the High Court 
of Justice of England and Wales, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London 
EC4A 1NL on 12 June 2019. Any person (including any policyholder or 
employee of ZAL or SWL) who thinks that he or she may be adversely 
affected by the carrying out of the Scheme has a right to attend the hearing 
and express their views, either in person or by legal representative. It would 
be helpful if any person intending to attend the hearing give notice of such 
intention as soon as possible and preferably before 12 June 2019, setting out 
their reasons why they believe they may be adversely affected, either to ZAL 
or SWL by calling the number above or writing to the address above, or by 
writing to one of the named solicitors below (as appropriate). This will enable 
ZAL and SWL to provide notification of any changes to the hearing and, 
where possible, to address any concerns raised in advance of the hearing.
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Any person who alleges that they may be adversely affected by the Scheme 
but does not intend to attend the hearing may make representations about 
the Scheme by (i) telephoning either ZAL or SWL using the telephone 
number above (as appropriate); (ii) writing to ZAL or SWL at the address 
above (as appropriate) or (iii) writing to one of the named solicitors below 
(as appropriate), setting out their reasons why they believe they would be 
adversely affected, in each case as soon as possible and preferably before 
12 June 2019.

ZAL and SWL (as appropriate) will inform the Financial Conduct Authority, 
the Prudential Regulation Authority and the High Court of any objections 
raised in advance of the hearing, regardless of whether the person making 
the objection intends to attend the hearing.

If the Scheme is sanctioned by the High Court, it will result in the transfer of 
the Transferring Business from ZAL to SWL notwithstanding any entitlement 
that a person would otherwise have to terminate, modify, acquire or claim an 
interest or right, or to treat an interest or right as terminated or modified as a 
result of anything done in connection with the Scheme. Any such entitlement 
will only be enforceable to the extent the order of the High Court makes 
provision to that effect.

Dated: 18 February 2019

Pinsent Masons LLP 
30 Crown Place 
Earl Street 
London 
EC2A 4ES

Hogan Lovells International LLP 
Atlantic House 
Holborn Viaduct 
London 
EC1A 2FG

Ref: 664120.07002/HA06/MB60 Ref: C1JSR/JA

Solicitors acting for ZAL Solicitors acting for SWL

Any questions or concerns relating to the proposed transfer should be 
referred to ZAL or SWL using the following telephone number or address 
(as appropriate):

Zurich Corporate Savings 
PO Box 1308 
Cheltenham 
GL50 9BY  
United Kingdom

Scottish Widows Limited 
PO Box 1315 
Cheltenham 
GL50 9DL 
United Kingdom

Telephone: 
0800 678 3515 
(if calling from the United Kingdom) 

+44 1242 664 016 
(if calling from overseas)

Telephone: 
0800 678 3515 
(if calling from the United Kingdom)

+44 1242 664 016 
(if calling from overseas)

Website: 
www.zurich.co.uk/transfer

Website: 
www.scottishwidows.co.uk/
swtransfer2019

If you have a policy with ZAL or SWL, please quote your policy number in any 
correspondence. This can be found in your policy documents.

The Application is due to be heard before a Judge of the Chancery Division 
of the High Court at the Business and Property Courts of the High Court 
of Justice of England and Wales, 7 Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane, London 
EC4A 1NL on 12 June 2019. Any person (including any policyholder or 
employee of ZAL or SWL) who thinks that he or she may be adversely 
affected by the carrying out of the Scheme has a right to attend the hearing 
and express their views, either in person or by legal representative. It would 
be helpful if any person intending to attend the hearing give notice of such 
intention as soon as possible and preferably before 12 June 2019, setting out 
their reasons why they believe they may be adversely affected, either to ZAL 
or SWL by calling the number above or writing to the address above, or by 
writing to one of the named solicitors below (as appropriate). This will enable 
ZAL and SWL to provide notification of any changes to the hearing and, 
where possible, to address any concerns raised in advance of the hearing.
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Appendix D: Glossary of terms

A list of terms and phrases in this guide are given below. Meanings and 
explanations are shown on the right.

Abbreviation Word Meaning

- 90:10 Fund Zurich’s 90:10 With-profits Fund.

- 100:0 Fund Zurich’s 100:0 With-profits Fund.

- Actuarial Reports Reports prepared by each of 
Zurich’s and Scottish Widows’ 
Chief Actuary and With Profits 
actuaries describing the impact of 
the Transfer on Planholders.

- Actuary A member of a professional body 
who assesses risks and costs, in 
particular those relating to life 
insurance and investment policies, 
using mathematical techniques.

- Beneficiary(ies) Person(s) potentially entitled to 
pension benefits under your Plan.

- Chief Actuary The Actuary responsible for 
monitoring and reporting the 
financial position of an insurer’s 
funds and supporting the Board of 
Directors of that insurer in managing 
the risks associated with its funds.

- Corporate 
Pensions Business

Zurich’s UK workplace pensions 
and savings business.

- Court The High Court of Justice in 
England and Wales.

- Court Hearing The hearing before the Court to 
determine whether the Transfer 
can proceed.

- DCP Fund Zurich’s Defined Charge 
Participating Fund.

Abbreviation Word Meaning

- Effective Date The date on which the Transfer 
takes effect, as approved by  
the Court.

- Excluded Policies Certain policies that are excluded 
from the Transfer, and which will 
not therefore Transfer to 
Scottish Widows on the Effective 
Date.

FCA Financial Conduct 
Authority

The regulator with responsibility 
for the conduct regulation of UK 
insurers (and other UK financial 
services firms).

- Financial Services 
and Markets Act 
2000

The legislation that sets out  
the legal regime that governs  
the Transfer.

- Guernsey The Bailiwick of Guernsey.

- Guernsey Court The Royal Court of Guernsey.

GFSC Guernsey  
Financial Services 
Commission

The Guernsey financial services 
regulatory body.

- Guernsey Transfer The Guernsey Court process that 
will be undertaken to transfer the 
Transferring Policies in Guernsey.

IE Independent 
Expert

The person approved by the PRA 
to report on the terms of the 
transfer and its likely effects on 
Planholders to the Court.

IER Independent 
Expert’s Report

The report of the Independent 
Expert prepared for the Court in 
which the Independent Expert 
provides his views on the Transfer.

- Jersey The Bailiwick of Jersey.

- Jersey Court The Royal Court of Jersey.
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Appendix D: Glossary of terms

A list of terms and phrases in this guide are given below. Meanings and 
explanations are shown on the right.

Abbreviation Word Meaning

- 90:10 Fund Zurich’s 90:10 With-profits Fund.

- 100:0 Fund Zurich’s 100:0 With-profits Fund.

- Actuarial Reports Reports prepared by each of 
Zurich’s and Scottish Widows’ 
Chief Actuary and With Profits 
actuaries describing the impact of 
the Transfer on Planholders.

- Actuary A member of a professional body 
who assesses risks and costs, in 
particular those relating to life 
insurance and investment policies, 
using mathematical techniques.

- Beneficiary(ies) Person(s) potentially entitled to 
pension benefits under your Plan.

- Chief Actuary The Actuary responsible for 
monitoring and reporting the 
financial position of an insurer’s 
funds and supporting the Board of 
Directors of that insurer in managing 
the risks associated with its funds.

- Corporate 
Pensions Business

Zurich’s UK workplace pensions 
and savings business.

- Court The High Court of Justice in 
England and Wales.

- Court Hearing The hearing before the Court to 
determine whether the Transfer 
can proceed.

- DCP Fund Zurich’s Defined Charge 
Participating Fund.

Abbreviation Word Meaning

- Effective Date The date on which the Transfer 
takes effect, as approved by  
the Court.

- Excluded Policies Certain policies that are excluded 
from the Transfer, and which will 
not therefore Transfer to 
Scottish Widows on the Effective 
Date.

FCA Financial Conduct 
Authority

The regulator with responsibility 
for the conduct regulation of UK 
insurers (and other UK financial 
services firms).

- Financial Services 
and Markets Act 
2000

The legislation that sets out  
the legal regime that governs  
the Transfer.

- Guernsey The Bailiwick of Guernsey.

- Guernsey Court The Royal Court of Guernsey.

GFSC Guernsey  
Financial Services 
Commission

The Guernsey financial services 
regulatory body.

- Guernsey Transfer The Guernsey Court process that 
will be undertaken to transfer the 
Transferring Policies in Guernsey.

IE Independent 
Expert

The person approved by the PRA 
to report on the terms of the 
transfer and its likely effects on 
Planholders to the Court.

IER Independent 
Expert’s Report

The report of the Independent 
Expert prepared for the Court in 
which the Independent Expert 
provides his views on the Transfer.

- Jersey The Bailiwick of Jersey.

- Jersey Court The Royal Court of Jersey.
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Abbreviation Word Meaning

JFSC Jersey Financial 
Services 
Commission

The Jersey financial services 
regulatory body.

- Jersey Transfer The Jersey Court process that will 
be undertaken to transfer the 
Transferring Policies in Jersey.

- Legal Notice A legal notice about the Transfer 
that Zurich and Scottish Widows 
will publish in certain newspapers, 
and which is also included in this 
Planholder Guide (see Appendix C).

_ Lloyds Banking 
Group

The Group provides financial 
services under a number of well 
recognised brands including Lloyds 
Bank, Halifax, Bank of Scotland 
and Scottish Widows.

_ NP Fund Zurich’s Non-profit Fund.

Plan The contract held with us relating 
to your workplace pension that 
will be included in the Transfer.

- Planholder A person or a body of trustees/
legal entity who holds a Plan.

- Planholder Guide This booklet, which contains 
information relevant to the 
proposed Transfer.

PRA Prudential 
Regulation 
Authority

The regulator with responsibility 
for the prudential regulation of UK 
insurers (and other UK financial 
services firms).

- Scheme document The legal document setting out 
the detailed terms governing  
the Transfer.

Abbreviation Word Meaning

SWL Scottish Widows 
Limited

Scottish Widows Limited is an 
insurance company within Lloyds 
Banking Group.

- Scottish Widows Scottish Widows is the brand name 
for Lloyds Banking Group’s life 
pensions and investments business. 
References to Scottish Widows in 
this Planholder Guide are usually to 
Scottish Widows Limited, although 
they may also refer generically to 
other companies within Lloyds 
Banking Group who carry out 
parts of that life pensions and 
investments business.

- Transfer The Transfer of Plans from Zurich 
Assurance Ltd to Scottish Widows 
Limited. To carry out the Transfer 
we are following a process set 
out in Part VII of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000. 
This requires the approval of the 
Transfer by the Court.

- Transferring 
Business

The Transferring Policies and their 
related assets and liabilities.

- Transferring/
Transferred 
Policies

The policies that comprise the 
majority of Zurich's workplace 
pensions business that we intend 
to Transfer to Scottish Widows on 
the Effective Date.

- With Profits 
Actuary

The Actuary appointed to advise 
an insurer’s Board of Directors  
on matters relating to the 
discretionary aspects of that 
insurer’s with-profits business.

ZAL Zurich Zurich Assurance Ltd, the insurer 
which currently provides your Plan.
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Abbreviation Word Meaning

JFSC Jersey Financial 
Services 
Commission

The Jersey financial services 
regulatory body.

- Jersey Transfer The Jersey Court process that will 
be undertaken to transfer the 
Transferring Policies in Jersey.

- Legal Notice A legal notice about the Transfer 
that Zurich and Scottish Widows 
will publish in certain newspapers, 
and which is also included in this 
Planholder Guide (see Appendix C).

_ Lloyds Banking 
Group

The Group provides financial 
services under a number of well 
recognised brands including Lloyds 
Bank, Halifax, Bank of Scotland 
and Scottish Widows.

_ NP Fund Zurich’s Non-profit Fund.

Plan The contract held with us relating 
to your workplace pension that 
will be included in the Transfer.

- Planholder A person or a body of trustees/
legal entity who holds a Plan.

- Planholder Guide This booklet, which contains 
information relevant to the 
proposed Transfer.

PRA Prudential 
Regulation 
Authority

The regulator with responsibility 
for the prudential regulation of UK 
insurers (and other UK financial 
services firms).

- Scheme document The legal document setting out 
the detailed terms governing  
the Transfer.

Abbreviation Word Meaning

SWL Scottish Widows 
Limited

Scottish Widows Limited is an 
insurance company within Lloyds 
Banking Group.

- Scottish Widows Scottish Widows is the brand name 
for Lloyds Banking Group’s life 
pensions and investments business. 
References to Scottish Widows in 
this Planholder Guide are usually to 
Scottish Widows Limited, although 
they may also refer generically to 
other companies within Lloyds 
Banking Group who carry out 
parts of that life pensions and 
investments business.

- Transfer The Transfer of Plans from Zurich 
Assurance Ltd to Scottish Widows 
Limited. To carry out the Transfer 
we are following a process set 
out in Part VII of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000. 
This requires the approval of the 
Transfer by the Court.

- Transferring 
Business

The Transferring Policies and their 
related assets and liabilities.

- Transferring/
Transferred 
Policies

The policies that comprise the 
majority of Zurich's workplace 
pensions business that we intend 
to Transfer to Scottish Widows on 
the Effective Date.

- With Profits 
Actuary

The Actuary appointed to advise 
an insurer’s Board of Directors  
on matters relating to the 
discretionary aspects of that 
insurer’s with-profits business.

ZAL Zurich Zurich Assurance Ltd, the insurer 
which currently provides your Plan.
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Abbreviation Word Meaning

_ Zurich Group Zurich is a leading multi-line 
insurer that serves its customers  
in global and local markets. It 
provides a wide range of property 
and casualty, and life insurance 
products and services in more 
than 210 countries and territories.
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Abbreviation Word Meaning

_ Zurich Group Zurich is a leading multi-line 
insurer that serves its customers  
in global and local markets. It 
provides a wide range of property 
and casualty, and life insurance 
products and services in more 
than 210 countries and territories.
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Zurich Assurance Ltd, authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential 
Regulation Authority. 

Registered in England and Wales under company number 02456671. 
Registered Office: The Grange, Bishops Cleeve, Cheltenham, GL52 8XX.

We may record or monitor calls to improve our service. 
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Please let us know if you would like a copy of this 
in large print or Braille, or on audiotape or CD. 
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